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Mobile trading (m-trading) controlling of trading account via mobile devices such a cellular
phone or a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). Wireless access technologies WAP and GPRS
provide access to the Internet.

  

E FX Pilot 4 Pocket PC program is comparable with full-function trading terminal. 

      

You have a possibility of full access to financial markets and making deals from anywhere of the
world. Moreover, technical analysis and graphical visualization of financial instruments are
available (including off-line mode - without connecting to server). Trade dealing is done with
careful observation of confidentiality and is absolutely safe. If required, you always have the
history of completed trade deals.

  

  

EFX Pilot 4 Pocket PC Features:

+ support of 30 technical indicators, among them are Alligator, Bollinger Bands, Ichimoku Kinko
Hyo;

+ sound alerts - there is no need anymore to watch PDA frequently, alerts will inform about
changes in the market;

+ Trailing Stops are a technology that allows to drag the current Stop Loss level (SL) of the
order automatically following to the moves of the price in the direction of increasing the profit of
the order;

+ VGA-mode the support of which allows to see much more information on the PDA display
having 640x480 resolution;

+ Multilanguage support allows to switch between languages of the mobile terminal interface
and work with all features of the terminal in the native language;
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+ access to the news flow allows to make reasonable decisions considering the latest events at
the world financial markets.

  

Download EFX Pilot 4 Pocket PC
(Pocket PC installer installation directly from your Pocket PC)

  

Download EFX Pilot 4 Pocket PC
(Windows installer installation from your desktop using ActiveSync)
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